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Magnificent Matzah Covers..

Day Hab has been a hive of activity in preparation for the upcoming Yom 

Tov of Pesach. Festive music can be heard vibrating off the walls. On 

Tuesday, the participants made a Pesach staple, a matzah cover. We 

each received white fabric in the shape of a rectangle. We spritzed 

the cloth with water. The participants then covered the fabric with 

tissue paper. Eddie S chose a blue and green color combination. 

After spritzing the tissue paper with water, the participants watched in 

amazement as the tissue paper bled into the fabric. Yanky felt a rush of pride 

as he admired the majestic swirl of colors. We put the covers aside to dry and will 

finish up the project next week. Stay tuned for some exciting surprises coming up 

that will make it hard to “leave the table”! Can you guess?!
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Karaoke with Brendan..

When Brendan arrived on Thursday afternoon, he was greeted with 

a “standing ovation”. The participants were handed all sorts of drums. 

We took the cue of the music and jammed away. Brendan brought in a 

standing mike and announced we would be singing our very own tunes. 

Oooh! One by one, the participants were called up to the front of the 

room. Yvette honored us with a rendition of G-d Bless America. Yossi 

was smiling from ear to ear as he sang Siman Tov U’Mazel Tov. The 

participants felt like a million dollars as they were spotlighted 

center stage. The smiles were contagious and soon spread 

around the room. We all know that Otsar Day Hab “steals the 

show” in cutting-edge programming!



Birthdays of the Month..

The birthday celebrations are just one of many reasons why the 

participants love coming to Day Hab each day. Tuesday could not have 

come fast enough. We clapped and sang for those born in March. Happy 

Birthday to Peryl and Yvette! Anat made us a beautifully decorated 

chocolate cake with whipped topping and sprinkles. Those that 

celebrated their birthdays received a birthday balloon and colorful 

hat to take home. The participants showered the celebrants with 

well wishes. We also have a sparkling birthday bulletin board with 

the pictures of those celebrating each month. Whose birthday is 

coming up next month?!


